A superior solution for creating molded salads and gelatin desserts with ease. Removable center and top seals make un-molding a snap! 6 cup capacity 9 ½ inch diameter and 3 ¼ inches high.

Tupperware’s JELL-RING MOLD is one of the most versatile pieces of Tupperware ever made!

Just look at all of its uses!

1. For use as a mold for Jell-o. Always use a tiny bit LESS cold water when making a mold of this size! It is such fun to experiment with all kinds of Jell-o recipes & salads… fill ½ way with your favorite Jell-o … set until firm and fill the bottom ½ with Jell-o with lots of fruit in it. A favorite for everyone!

2. Coat inside with a tiny bit of butter and use as a mash potato mold. The center can be filled with your favorite vegetable … Peas & tiny pearl onions, etc…

3. Fill the JELL-RING MOLD with your favorite punch or lemonade … freeze and use as a huge floating “ice ring” in your beautiful punch bowl. It won’t dilute your punch and it will stay cold for hours!

4. Sushi mold … with an attractive way to serve sushi for your favorite friends. WOW them with homemade California rolls, Rainbow Rolls and more…

5. Take macaroni salad or potato salad to your potluck in the most attractive way! Just coat the inside with a tiny bit of mayonnaise and mold your salad by pressing it into the mold and allowing it to chill.

6. Freeze a company size meatloaf in the JELL-RING MOLD & you’ll be ready when friends just drop by! Be sure to take out of the mold before baking and … when you choose to bake it while still frozen… it will hold the same shape. Yummy Tip… before freezing poke holes here and there in the meatloaf and fill them with your favorite cheese! Mozzarella and Cheddar are great!!!

7. Enjoy and ice cream mold too! Stand lady finger cookies all around the inside of the JELL-RING MOLD & pack with ice cream! What an attractive dessert!

8. Use for showers & parties as a sandwich ring. Begin with bread no crust … and totally press the bread to coat the inside. Press layers of cheese, turkey slices of tomatoes, shredded lettuce, ham pickles, mayo, mustard and end with enough bread slices to totally cover the layers. Un-mold and simply slice to make individual sandwiches!

Use your imagination with the JELL-RING MOLD to make many of your own creations! Perfect for cheesecake, puddings, & Tuna mold too! Presentation is so important and it makes even the simplest recipes special! Enjoy the JELL-RING MOLD!